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The Fourth Assembly
Assembly Commission Strategy 2011 – 2016
The National Assembly for Wales is the democratically elected body that
represents the interests of Wales and its people, makes laws for Wales and
holds the Welsh Government to account.
The Assembly Commission serves the Assembly to help make it a strong,
accessible and forward looking democratic institution and legislature that
delivers effectively for the people of Wales.

The Commission’s strategic focus for the Fourth Assembly will be to:
– Provide outstanding parliamentary support
The Assembly is in a new constitutional position and we will provide fitting
support to enable Assembly Members to meet the new challenges they face.
– Engage with the people of Wales
We will create an environment that encourages interest in the work of the
Assembly and facilitates engagement in the Assembly‟s roles of legislating,
scrutiny and representation. We will engage actively and widely, and ensure
that the Assembly benefits from the creative energy generated by such
engagement.
– Promote Wales
Acting as an ambassador for Wales in the wider world, we will make the
most of opportunities in the UK and abroad to promote Wales and the work
of the Assembly and play our part in the development of parliamentary
democracy elsewhere in the world.
– Use resources wisely
We will make the necessary investments to ensure that the Assembly is fully
equipped to operate effectively as a parliament with new law-making
powers. At the same time, we will reinforce the confidence of Assembly
Members and the people of Wales in the way we deliver services and
manage costs by making good use of tax-payers‟ money. We will manage
our resources to deliver a vital public service with improved efficiency and
value for money.
The Commission will exercise its functions in accordance with statutory
principles: with due regard to the principle that there should be equality of
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opportunity for all people; due regard to the principle of promoting
sustainable development; and, so far as is both appropriate in the
circumstances and reasonably practicable, that the English and Welsh
languages be treated on the basis of equality.

Cost of the National Assembly
The total amount of public expenditure controlled by the National Assembly
(the „Welsh Block‟) is around £15 billion. Almost all of this money funds the
delivery of public services in Wales in the light of the decisions of the Welsh
Government. A small proportion (0.3%) is used to fund the cost of the
National Assembly itself, in scrutinising and challenging the actions and
spending of the Government, making law, and representing the interests of
the people of Wales. The Commission believes that this is the right price to
pay to provide proper support for law-making, scrutiny of Government and
democratic representation.
The Commission‟s budget for 2012-13 is £47.0 million of which £13.5
million will provide funding for Assembly Members‟ salaries, those of their
support staff and the costs of running their constituency offices located all
over Wales. £33.5 million is for services delivered by the Assembly
Commission to support the Assembly.
The salaries of Assembly Members are frozen at their current level until at
least 2014-15 and next year there will be no increase in the salaries paid to
their staff. In addition, the Commission‟s continuing work to ensure that
value for money is provided across the Assembly has provided 2% to be
reinvested in the 2012-13 budget. Additional funding approved next year
will be used solely to meet cost increases to which we are committed, and to
strengthen the services provided by the Commission.
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The following graph shows the cost of the National Assembly for 2012-13.

Cost of the National Assembly 2012-13
Assembly staff £15.4m
14%
Fixed spend £8.3m
33%
15%

Depreciation £3.9m
Discretionary spend £3.7m
Investment programme £1.7m

1%

4%
Contingency £0.5m
8%
17%

Assembly Members' Salary &
Office Costs £6.9m
Assembly Members' Support Staff
£6.6m

8%

Impact of previous budget reductions
In 2011-12, the then Assembly Commission‟s budget strategy was to reduce
its spending and make savings, in practice exceeding reductions in the
Welsh Block. This was achieved through efficiency and cost reduction
measures, careful control of staff levels and a reduction in numbers by
means of a voluntary exit scheme, which was taken up by 25 Assembly staff.
Other posts have not been filled immediately as they fell vacant or have been
withdrawn through restructuring the way services are delivered.
These efficiency and cost reduction measures enabled the Commission to
deliver a 6.0%1 real term reduction in its 2011-12 funding requirement
equating to a £2.9 million saving. Looking forward, the Remuneration
Board‟s decisions to freeze Assembly Members‟ salaries, office holder
allowances and other costs are set to deliver over £2 million savings during
the fourth Assembly.
In November 2010, the Assembly‟s Finance Committee emphasised that the
Commission must have the resources needed to deliver the services
necessary to support the Assembly‟s effective scrutiny of Government and
other work. The Committee was particularly concerned about the impact on
1

Updated from 5.1% by latest H M Treasury assumptions (see Table 2)
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the Assembly‟s ability to act upon its new powers following the March 2011
referendum.
Although a good service has been maintained during the last two years,
reductions and cost savings have affected services in some areas which are
valued by the Assembly. In the year 2012-13, there will be further pressure
as a result of unavoidable cost increases. The effect of absorbing these
increases as well as reductions made in the last two years would make it
difficult to meet the aspirations of the new Commission in supporting the
Assembly. On this basis, the Commission wishes to maintain the focus on
securing value for public money, but also to ensure that the aspirations of
Wales for its Assembly are met.

The requirements of the Fourth Assembly
In the March 2011 referendum, the Welsh electorate overwhelmingly voted
„yes‟ to support greater law-making powers for the Assembly. The Assembly
can now pass laws on all subjects in the 20 devolved areas without first
needing the agreement of the UK Parliament.
This new constitutional position of the Assembly reinforces the need for
outstanding parliamentary support. During the Fourth Assembly, the
Commission will:
– strengthen specialist advice and services so that the scrutiny of Welsh
Government policy, finance and legislation is sharper, more constructive
and better informed;
– ensure that individual Members have the support they need to promote
their own proposals for policy and legislative change;
– create an environment for the people of Wales to be increasingly engaged
in the work of the Assembly, including the legislative process; and
– deliver all of this in the context of every pound being spent wisely.
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The total financial resources required to deliver the Commission‟s work in
2012-13 and the indicative budgets through to 2014-20152are summarised
in table 1 below.

Table 1 – Assembly Commission Indicative Budgets

£000s

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Assembly Services

32,847

31,673

33,477

35,750

36,698

Assembly Members

13,380

13,034

13,500

13,700

13,900

Total budget (DEL)
required*

46,227

44,7072

46,977

49,450

50,598

(3.3%)

5.1%

5.3%

2.3%

(6.0%)3

(3.7%)4

(1.2%)

(1.6%)

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

0.3%

Change from previous
year

Real terms change from
2010-11 baseline
Percentage of Welsh
Block

0.3%

*An accounting adjustment of £0.5million per year is required for the Assembly Members‟ Pension
Scheme. Since 2010-11, this is funded separately via the Annually Managed Expenditure budget.

Excludes 2011 election funds.

2

National Assembly for Wales, Assembly Commission Budget 2011-12 as updated by latest H M
Treasury assumptions as at 28 June 2011
3

Uses H M Treasury assumptions 2011-12 2.9%, 2012-13 2.5%, 2013-14 2.7% and 2014-15 2.7% as at
28 June 2011 [accessed 15 September 2011]
4
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Investment in the
Fourth Assembly
The budget will enable the
Commission to invest in:
– research specialists in
key policy areas and
public finance;
– support for committees,
including access to more
external expert advice
and working outside
Cardiff Bay to inform
inquiries;
– expanding the
Commission’s legal
service to match demand;
and
– the professional
parliamentary skills of
Members and staff.

Outstanding parliamentary support
An effective parliament must have high quality and
specialist staff and support services. With only 60
Members, operating in a bilingual environment,
that support is especially important if the
Assembly is to meet the expectations of the
people of Wales to represent their interests,
scrutinise the actions and expenditure of the
Welsh Government, and to make good law. The
Assembly already benefits from a high level of
such support and, over the next five years, the
Commission will strengthen that still further.
Specific needs will emerge over the coming years
as the legislative programme of the Government
grows and the priorities of Members evolve. In the
near term, we will strengthen areas of support
where we anticipate increased demand. In the
Research Service we will appoint specialists in key
policy areas and public finance. The support we
will then offer, for example, to the scrutiny work
of the Finance Committee will be sharpened, with
dedicated support to provide the necessary
analysis and advice. Enhanced research capacity
will also support Members in their scrutiny of
some of the new priorities associated with the
post-referendum powers of the Assembly such as
requests from the UK Parliament for consent to
legislate in devolved areas or post-legislative
assessment and analysis.
In addition, the Commission will ensure that
resources are available to access external
expertise so that committees benefit from expert
advice of the highest possible calibre during their
inquiries.
The new committee structure will allow
committees more flexibility in their approach to
what are now extremely broad and demanding
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remits. The Commission will ensure that committees are able to work
outside the confines of Cardiff Bay in order to enhance their engagement
with those affected by public policy and so inform their inquiries.
The Assembly‟s new powers to make law across the whole of the devolved
fields will lead to a more comprehensive and ambitious legislative
programme. There will be increased demand for legal, procedural and
research advice flowing from the greater volume and complexity of
Assembly legislation. Whilst much of that support will be focused on
equipping Members to scrutinise government bills, the Commission will
also ensure that similar parliamentary support is available to individual
Members and committees seeking to develop and promote their own
proposals for legislation.
The Assembly will only be able to take full advantage of the opportunities
which parliaments, including devolved legislatures, have acquired under
the Lisbon Treaty in relation to subsidiarity issues if specialist legal
support relating to European Law is available. The Commission will
ensure that the necessary legal support and external legislative drafting
capacity are available to respond to these challenges when needed.
The expectations of the Welsh public for the contribution that their
Assembly Members will make to improvement in public life are high.
Effective parliamentary scrutiny requires Members to shine a light on the
activity of government, to challenge thinking, to put forward alternatives
and, hence to improve decision making. To support Members in meeting
those demands, the Commission will put in place opportunities for
Members, their staff and Assembly staff to access professional
development activity tailored to their needs in areas such as effective
questioning, analysis of evidence and international best practice in
parliamentary scrutiny. Through this package of developments, it is the
Commission‟s intention to ensure that Members also have access to the
expert advice, analytical capacity and logistical support they need to
deliver that objective and to provide outstanding representation for the
people of Wales.
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Engaging with the people of Wales and
Investment in the
Fourth Assembly
The budget will enable the
Commission to invest in:
– innovative e-democracy;
– more widespread
engagement with people
across Wales;
– further activity with
schools and young
people;
– access for Members to
relevant, expert thinking;
and
– cost effective tools to
provide enhanced
bilingual services.

promoting Wales
An effective parliament must also spread
awareness of its work, processes and relevance
so as to encourage greater engagement with the
public.
The Commission will build on the Assembly‟s
strong track record in education, e-democracy
and public engagement by developing initiatives
that are ground breaking and exemplary. This
section describes examples.
We will continue to work with expert partners to
embed the use of new and emerging technology
to publicise the work of the Assembly and to
ensure that we are at the forefront of edemocracy. Mindful of significant changes in the
Welsh media landscape, we will work closely with
regional media in Wales to publicise the work of
the Assembly, but also focus on raising
awareness of the Assembly‟s work in specialist
and UK media. We will improve how we monitor
our performance in this area.
The Assembly‟s outreach and education work will
inform communities right across Wales of the
Assembly‟s work. To enhance this service, we
will hold more seminars, conferences and
workshops to promote and encourage
involvement with the work of committees and
inquiries.
We will examine our provision of broadcasting
services to establish the scope to generate
savings which could be used to broadcast a wider
range of Assembly activities, including those
outside the Senedd.
We will promote the work of the Assembly by
supporting Members to host events on the estate
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and develop our corporate events programme and presence at national and
regional shows, working closely with partners such as the Welsh Government
and media to promote Wales.
Our programme of work with schools and others in the education sector is
highly regarded. It could be broadened and enhanced by closer working
with Funky Dragon, school councils, the Welsh Government and others. We
will also consider how to involve schools and communities who have not
previously engaged with the Assembly. The Assembly bus will be used as a
mobile resource to encourage their involvement.
We will develop our relationship with the Wales Governance Centre, NonGovernmental Organisations (NGOs) and a diverse range of organisations
and groups to ensure that Members have access to expertise and thinking
relevant to our devolved policy areas.
We will develop our bilingual services in line with the principles set by the
Commission‟s proposed Official Languages Bill and draft Bilingual Services
Scheme. We will conclude our exploratory work into the use of IT software
and machine translation for the Assembly‟s translation requirements with
the aim of delivering a wider range of services and better value for money.
On the global stage, the Assembly will seek to gain and impart knowledge
and understanding of international good parliamentary practice. This can be
linked to the development of democratic institutions around the world, to
which the Assembly can make a positive contribution but from which it can
also learn. Engagement with other parliaments, of whatever stage of
development, will be a mutually enriching experience.
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Investment in the
Fourth Assembly
The budget will enable the
Commission to invest in:
– systems to cut
duplication in back office
tasks, improve accuracy
and reduce overheads;
– the sustainability of Tŷ
Hywel, to make it less
carbon hungry;
– an apprenticeship and
graduate placement
scheme, improving
opportunities at all levels
for those who want to
work at the Assembly;
– a new programme to
widen involvement in
politics and democracy;
and
– further developing a
comprehensive
professional support
service for Members.

Using resources wisely
The people of Wales must have confidence that
the money we spend on Assembly services is
used in the best way. The Commission wants to
demonstrate the effectiveness of Assembly
services and the success of the outcomes we
achieve from the money we receive.
Investing to save
We need to renew and replace the systems which
help to deliver accurate, safe and secure services.
We will make savings by streamlining processes,
using systems to replace wasted activity and add
value to what we already do well.
The work on the Assembly‟s Unified ICT Network
(UNO), largely undertaken in 2010-11, delivered
an infrastructure and IT service model capable of
being driven by the needs, priorities and strategy
of the Assembly because it provides an
independent and up to date IT platform. This
allows the Assembly to make decisions about
future ICT independently of the Welsh
Government. It provides opportunities for more
innovative ways to deliver improved working
practices. In undertaking this work in 2010-11 as
a single project, the Commission saved an
estimated £0.9million (20%) in costs which would
otherwise have been incurred in spasmodic
replacement and updating of systems.
Sustainability
An exemplary parliamentary body needs to lead
by example in meeting its statutory duties to
work sustainably. The Commission set itself a
target of reducing the estate‟s carbon emissions
by 40% by 2015. In the first two years of our
strategy, by April 2011, a 19% reduction in
energy emissions was achieved. Despite rising
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energy costs, this saved about £100,000 over two years. We will need to
continue to invest to sustain this progress and to continue to control our
spending on energy costs.
Equality of Opportunity
We want accessibility to the Assembly estate and communications material to
be best in class, to provide more opportunities for a wider range of people to
discover what the Assembly does, join in the debate and help the Assembly
to reach good decisions.
We want to improve our ability to attract a diverse range of people to work at
the Assembly.
The Assembly estate
We will be exploring the opportunities for using our landmark buildings to
attract more people and events. Where appropriate, we will generate
income, investing in improvements to help us achieve this. This will allow
the Assembly‟s facilities to be used in new ways which will help build
awareness and ownership of the institution. For example, an upgrade of the
Pierhead kitchens would allow use for more commercial functions at times
when the Assembly does not need to use the facilities, and could provide
opportunities for third sector organisations and smaller Welsh companies to
showcase their strengths at a reasonable price.
Procurement and contract management
We are strengthening our procurement team and will improve the way we
present opportunities to work with the Assembly, driving greater
sustainability, diversity and local production and helping to grow market
capacity in Wales where we can. In doing so, we will secure value for money,
particularly in the way we manage contracts, and will invest further in the
skills we need.
The Assembly now has an ICT platform independent of Government and in
the next few years, we will transform the way we provide ICT services,
building in more flexibility to fit our service with individual needs and allow
greater autonomy. This should provide opportunities for smaller and more
local enterprises. To achieve this, we need to invest in internal and external
skills, although we will aim to deliver savings and better use of resources to
offset some of these costs. If the Assembly is to be in the best position to
sustain its reputation for the creative use of cutting edge technology, we
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must be well prepared for decisions about our main ICT contract which is
due to expire in 2014.
Building greater capacity in a small legislature
The Assembly needs to deliver at maximum capacity for its sixty Members.
To support Members and enable them to play to their strengths and meet
the challenge of increased powers, we will ensure that development
opportunities are available and that Members‟ support staff and Assembly
staff reach high standards of professionalism in their roles.
We provide first class facilities and opportunities for our staff, as evidenced
in our Investors in People Gold status, but there are ways in which these can
improve. We will extend development further, promote the Assembly as a
great place to work and offer more employment opportunities for
disadvantaged groups.
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Financial Summary - Assembly Commission resources
The Chief Executive and Clerk of the Assembly leads a Management Board
made up of the three Directors and eight heads of the different service areas
within the Assembly. Services are delivered through a mix of Assembly staff
and contracted supplies and services. The Commission‟s budget also funds
the running costs of the iconic Senedd and Pierhead buildings and the
Assembly offices in Cardiff (Tŷ Hywel) and Colwyn Bay. Further information
on Assembly services can be found on the Assembly‟s website
www.assemblywales.org.
A breakdown of the way resources are used is set out below.

2012-13 Salary Costs
Outstanding Parliamentary
Support £7.6m
19%

Engaging with the people of
Wales £1.9m

28%

Support services £3.3m
Providing the infrastructure
£2.7m

7%

24%

Assembly Members' support staff
£6.6m

12%
10%

Assembly Members' salary £5.3m

2012-13 Operational Costs
Outstanding Parliamentary
Support £4.2m

8%
21%

Engaging with the people of
Wales £0.5m
3%
10%

Support services £2.0m
Providing the infrastructure
£11.3m

58%

Assembly Members' Office &
other costs £1.6m
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Specifically, the changes moving from the 2011-12 budget of £44.7million to
the 2012-13 budget of £47.0 million are set out in Table 2.
Table 2 Assembly Commission changes to the budget compared with 2011-12
£000s
UnavoidFourth
Budget
able
Assembly
Budget
2011-12 increases Savings Investment 2012-13
Assembly services:
Assembly Staff
14,624
459
294
15,377
Fixed spend
7,582
8,281
- Rent increase
500
- Inflation adjust
199
Depreciation
3,254
646
3,900
Discretionary spend
4,597
(937)
3,660
Investment programme
1,116
643
1,759
Contingency
500
500
Remuneration Board Assembly Members:
Salary, Office Costs & Other Costs
Full year adjust
Support Staff
Total Resource required
Assembly Members' pension
provision

6,734

6,900

6,300

166
300

44,707

2,270

(937)

937

46,977

5%

(2%)

2%

5%

6,600

500

Operational Savings
In delivering the 2012-13 budget, the Commission has identified £0.8
million (2%) savings. These predominantly arise from changes to processes
and from contractual negotiations. This means the Commission will benefit
from these savings in future years. The budget also projects that savings
will arise from turnover of staff and process improvements. The Commission
has recently undertaken a series of external challenge sessions using its
independent advisers and experts from other Parliamentary institutions.
These challenges are highlighting strengths and weaknesses and ways that
the Commission can provide its services more effectively, which are
informing the service planning currently underway.
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500

Table 3 provides further information on the 2012-13 savings.
Table 3 Operational Savings 2012-13

£000s

Recurring Savings
Changes to how service is delivered:
ICT, Website & Broadcasting
Catering
Specialist advice - environmental
Changes arising from contract negotiations
Photocopier rental
Payroll Management
Changes arising from reduced need
Marketing & Publicity
Utilities
Postage & Carriage
Cost moved to Consolidated Fund (Commissioner for Standards)
Non-Recurring Savings
Increased cost recovery - car parking
Official opening expenses
Minor adjustments (Stationery; Hospitality; T&S)
Projected savings - anticipated savings to be achieved during 2012-13
Sources include vacancy management; contract negotiations, etc
As per Table 2 savings

(195)
(27)
(20)
(20)
(5)
(75)
(24)
(5)
(26)

(397)

(15)
(51)
(4)

(70)
(470)
(937)

These savings match the level of new investment funds requested and in
total these sums will deliver a range of improvements for the Commission.
These are described in more detail in Table 4 - Fourth Assembly Investment.
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The Remuneration Board for Members’
pay and other costs

The Remuneration Board for Members’ pay and other costs
Decisions over the pay and other costs of Assembly Members are the
responsibility of the National Assembly for Wales Remuneration Board,
established by Assembly legislation in 2010. The Board is entirely
independent of the Assembly and so Members have no direct role in setting
their own pay, that of their staff nor the amounts that can be reimbursed for
office and other costs. The Board‟s decisions are published in its National
Assembly for Wales‟ Determination and, by statute, it is the Commission‟s
responsibility to secure the funding necessary to meet the costs arising from
the Determination.
The Board has set the base salary of Assembly Members at £53,852 and
frozen it at that level for the next four years together with office holder
allowances. The Board has also reviewed and revised the eligibility of certain
office and other costs. Over the next four years, the savings are calculated
as below:
– freezing of salaries

£1.500 million:

– freezing office holder allowances

£0.428 million;

– office and other costs

£0.160 million

As set out in the Determination, Assembly Members have access to office
and other costs to provide for:
– running an office and engaging with constituents;
– Support staff salary and travel expenses;
– residential accommodation;
– travel expenses necessarily incurred in the performance of duties; and
– support for Party Groups.
The percentage split across these costs is shown in the graph below.
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Assembly Members' 2012-13 Budget
6%

Assembly Members' Salary

6%

£5.3m
Support Staff Salary £6.6m
39%
Office Costs £0.8m

Other Costs £0.8m
49%

In total, the cost of Members‟ salary, support staff and office costs will be
£13.5 million in 2012-13. This reflects the full twelve month pay and
allowances available to each Assembly Member. In 2011-12 the Assembly
was in dissolution for six weeks, resulting in a lower level of pay and
allowances for that election year. There is a further charge arising from
accounting adjustments for the Members‟ pension scheme of £0.5 million.
This charge is reflected in the Annually Managed Expenditure (AME) budget
and is expected to remain the same as 2011-12 at £0.5 million.
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Assembly Commission budget ambit

Assembly Commission budget ambit
1. This budget submission is laid in compliance with National Assembly
Standing Order 20 to assist in the compilation of the Annual Budget
Motion required by Section 125 of the Government of Wales Act 2006.
The submission covers the resource and cash requirements of the
Assembly Commission for the year ending 31 March 2013 and provisional
amounts for the subsequent two years.
2. The Budget Motion will authorise the net resources to be used for the
services and purposes of Members and Assembly Services. The motion
includes the maximum income (or accruing resources) that may be
retained for use on those services and purposes instead of being paid
into the Welsh Consolidated Fund, and the cash amount that will need to
be issued from the Welsh Consolidated Fund to meet the anticipated net
amounts falling due for payment by the Commission.
3. The 2012-13 Budget for the Assembly Commission, addressing these
requirements, is set out in Table 5 below.
Table 5

£000

Resources other than accruing resources for use by the
National Assembly for Wales Commission on revenue and
capital costs associated with the administration and operation
of Assembly Services to support the National Assembly for
Wales (“the Assembly”); promotion of the Assembly including
payments to the Electoral Commission and others; payments in
respect of the Commissioner for Standards and Remuneration
Board; any other payments relating to functions of the
Assembly or functions of the National Assembly for Wales
Commission.

33,727

Resources other than accruing resources for use by the
National Assembly for Wales Commission in respect of
decisions of the Remuneration Board.

13,500

Total resources, other than accruing resources

47,227

Annually Managed Expenditure for use by the National
Assembly for Wales Commission in respect of Assembly
Members‟ Pension provision.
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500

Accruing resources for retention pursuant to section 120(2) of
the Government of Wales Act 2006 and use by the National
Assembly for Wales Commission:
from the disposal of fixed assets and other capital income for
use on the purchase or acquisition of fixed assets; or

250

rental income; gifts; grant support; recharges and income from
commercial sales and other services provided to the public or
others for use on administrative costs of the Assembly.
Amount to be issued from the Welsh Consolidated Fund to
meet the anticipated amounts falling due for payment in the
year in respect of the above services and purposes less
expected retainable receipts and recoverable VAT.

43,827

4. Table 6 below reconciles the net resource requirement to the cash
drawing requirement from the Welsh Consolidated Fund.

Table 6

CASH REQUIREMENT

£000s
2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

Members Net Revenue Requirement

13,500

13,700

13,900

Commission Net Revenue Requirement 1

32,815

34,050

34,657

Net Capital Requirement

662

1,700

2,041

Assembly Members' Pension Provision

500

500

500

(3,900)

(4,000)

(4,400)

(500)

(500)

(500)

Movement in debtors and creditors

500

0

0

Use of provisions

250

0

0

43,827

45,450

46,198

Adjustments:
Depreciation
Movements in provisions

Net cash requirement for issue from
the Welsh Consolidated Fund
1

Assumes Accruing Income of £0.250 million year on year
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